Welcome to the April 2017 BEADS & DOTS; the monthly newsletter from the
team here at ADSOL UK. Each month, we will keep you up to date with the latest
news from ADSOL UK, The hot glue machinery experts and providers
of Meler's leading hot melt equipment to the UK & Ireland.
Whether you use Meler equipment or other (such as Nordson), we can support
you fully and save you money. Don't forget, we support our customers 24/7 with
Technical assistance.
Best Wishes, from the ADSOL Team.

Take our Hot Melt Quick Quiz and see just how we
stand up to your current provider of hot melt equipment
and services.
ADSOL UK customers already tick 'yes' to all these questions !

...have UK stock holding of key parts: ready
for same-day dispatch?

...have genuine 24/7 Technical Support
provided by our fully trained engineers?

...provide tailor-made Service Agreements for your
hot melt systems at times to suit your production
schedules?

...have a UK based workshop; fully equipped to
repair and service your hot melt equipment?
...have a 2 year warranty on award-winning
new melters and a 1 year warranty on parts?
...provide assistance with any new hot melt
projects; offering top-tier support and advice?
...provide hot glue machinery training to make
sure you're operating correctly?
...have competitive prices that keep your costs
down?
...supply compatible parts that will work with
systems by other manufacturers?

If the answer to any of those questions was NO then you can be sure that we can
help. With ADSOL UK the answer to all of the above is YES so make the switch to
us; give us a call or send an email!
Contact us!

Manual Gun Refurbishment Package: Only £350
We offer a Manual Gun Refurbishment Package
where if you send us your Meler manual applicator
one of our engineers can repair and refurbish your
gun; replacing the heater, sensor, needle and
casing.
After we are done with it, it will be just like brand new
and you will save money by not having to buy
another. To top it all off, the package will only cost
you £350!
Read more

Featured Product: Vertical Manual Applicator
Ideal for all manual applications and are used very
effectively in the automotive industry.
This vertical variant is the newest design, intended
to be used with a counterweight setup to make it
effortless to use.
All of our manual guns are insulated for your safety.
Read more

